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Zenon Pudlowski <zenon.pudlowski@wiete.com.au> Tue, Apr 3, 2018 at 9:50 AM
To: Arbi Haza Nasution <arbi@ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp>

Dear Mr Nasution

 

We will be pleased to consider your paper for inclusion in the WTE&TE, Vol.16, No.2. Please note that the
deadline for submission is 1 May 2018; however, you can submit your paper earlier. Attached, please find a kit for
authors. This should assist you in the preparation of your article.

 

In preparing your article, you should not make any changes to the template, and strictly follow the Instruction for
Authors. Please do not use bold faces in the article nor in the figures! The abstract must not exceed 10 lines. Also
please note that a single line space must be placed between the paragraphs, figure, captures, equations,
formulas, etc. Further, would you please supply us with the original, unsaved figures, so that we can access them
and make necessary corrections if required? We accept figures generated in Ms Word, Excel and Visio. More
information can be found at the journal's site:

 

http://www.wiete.com.au/journals/WTE&TE/Pages/call_for_articles.html

 

Within the figures and tables, the texts should not be bold, and the first word should start with a capital letter and
the following words should be written starting with a lower case (e.g. Group special activities). When in doubt
please look at the papers published in the WTE&TE journal.

 

Also, please note that submitted articles must be accompanied by the fully filled in and signed Submission Form &
Payment Details. However, you do not need to pay the publication fee at this stage. You will be asked to do so,
when the article has been refereed positively.

 

I look forward to receiving your contribution to the WTE&TE journal.

 

Kindest regards

 

Zenon J. Pudlowski

 

 

 

From: Arbi Haza Nasution [mailto:arbi@ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp]
Sent: Tuesday, 3 April 2018 11:53
To: info@wiete.com.au
Subject: Submission of Article

 

Dear Editor-in-Chief,

 

http://www.wiete.com.au/journals/WTE&TE/Pages/call_for_articles.html
mailto:arbi@ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp
mailto:info@wiete.com.au
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I am interested to submit my article to the WTE&TE. Could you please provide me the electronic kit for authors, incorporating
standard formatting details and submission forms and covering copyright? Please also advice me on the publication fees
payment procedure.

 

Thank you.

Best Regards,
 

Arbi Haza Nasution

Ishida & Matsubara Laboratory - PhD candidate (D3)

Department of Social Informatics, Kyoto University

Yoshida-Honmachi, Kyoto 606-8501, Japan

URL: http://www.ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~arbi/

Mobile: +8180-7855-4376

4 attachments

WTE&TE-Instruction4authors.pdf
20K

WTE&TE-samplearticle.pdf
78K

WTE&TE-stylefile.doc
27K

WTE&TESubmission&Payment.pdf
36K

Arbi Haza Nasution <arbi@ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp> Tue, Apr 3, 2018 at 3:08 PM
To: Zenon Pudlowski <zenon.pudlowski@wiete.com.au>
Cc: Arbi Haza Nasution <arbi@ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp>

Dear Mr Pudlowski,

Thank you so much for your prompt reply. Hereby I attach my manuscript (pdf and doc format). I have followed the given format
in preparing the manuscript. Please also find the submission form. By the way, can I pay with paypal or credit card?

I am looking forward to hearing from you.

Thank you.

Best Regards,
 
Arbi Haza Nasution
Ishida & Matsubara Laboratory - PhD candidate (D3)
Department of Social Informatics, Kyoto University
Yoshida-Honmachi, Kyoto 606-8501, Japan
URL: http://www.ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~arbi/
Mobile: +8180-7855-4376

[Quoted text hidden]

3 attachments

PHMT.pdf
677K

PHMT.doc
746K

WTE&TESubmission.pdf
111K

Zenon Pudlowski <zenon.pudlowski@wiete.com.au> Wed, Apr 4, 2018 at 9:01 AM
To: Arbi Haza Nasution <arbi@ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp>
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Dear Mr Nasution

 

Thank you for your message and the attachments.

 

First of all, the Submission Form & Payment Details must be filled in fully.

 

As far as your paper is concerned there are serious problems with the paper:

 

1. The journal does not use footnotes. This on page 1 must be used as a standard citation.

 

2. Figures 1 and 2 are screen captures and cannot be edited. You must provide with editable formats of the figures
used in the paper.

 

3. We do not use a style that the name of the author(s) is substituted by a reference, e.g. [13] points out that...

 

4. The references used at the back of the paper do not follow the WIETE style. We do not allow for at all. All the
names of the co-authors must be spelled out.

 

Taking into account the above, we cannot accept your submission in this form.

 

The methods of payment are indicated in the Submission Form.

[Quoted text hidden]

Arbi Haza Nasution <arbi@ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp> Wed, Apr 4, 2018 at 10:51 AM
To: Zenon Pudlowski <zenon.pudlowski@wiete.com.au>
Cc: Arbi Haza Nasution <arbi@ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp>

Dear Mr Pudlowski,

Thank you for your feedback.

I attach the submission which I have filled in fully. 

Thank you so much for your valuable comments, here is the revision:

>1. The journal does not use footnotes. This on page 1 must be used as a standard citation.
I have deleted the footnote and use a standard citation

>2. Figures 1 and 2 are screen captures and cannot be edited. You must provide with editable formats of the
figures used in the paper.

I attach figure 1 and 2 that I manually created with Ms word, so, it is editable.

>3. We do not use a style that the name of the author(s) is substituted by a reference, e.g. [13] points out that...
I have revised the style throughout the paper.

>4. The references used at the back of the paper do not follow the WIETE style. We do not allow for at all. All
the names of the co-authors must be spelled out.

I have spelled out all co-authors for that reference.

Please find the revised manuscript in pdf and doc format in the attachment.

I am looking forward to hearing from you.

Thank you.
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Best Regards,
 
Arbi Haza Nasution
Ishida & Matsubara Laboratory - PhD candidate (D3)
Department of Social Informatics, Kyoto University
Yoshida-Honmachi, Kyoto 606-8501, Japan
URL: http://www.ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~arbi/
Mobile: +8180-7855-4376

[Quoted text hidden]

5 attachments

PHMT.pdf
188K

PHMT.doc
102K

figure 2.docx
30K

figure 1.docx
19K

WTE&TESubmission.pdf
120K

Zenon Pudlowski <zenon.pudlowski@wiete.com.au> Wed, Apr 4, 2018 at 1:57 PM
To: Arbi Haza Nasution <arbi@ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp>

Dear Mr Nasution

 

>1. The journal does not use footnotes. This on page 1 must be used as a standard citation.

I have deleted the footnote and use a standard citation

 

There is no ref [6] in the body of the paper.

 

>4. The references used at the back of the paper do not follow the WIETE style. We do not allow for at all. All the
names of the co-authors must be spelled out.

I have spelled out all co-authors for that reference.

 

The references do not follow the style. Ref [26] does not show all the authors.

 

You are the sole author of the paper. Why do you use the form "we"? "We" can only use Queen Elisabeth II or
other monarchs. You should use the third person in this instance, e.g. "one" cad do this or that... etc.

 

I suggest that if you want to publish a paper in our journal, you must, at least, look at a few papers how they look
like, especially that we have provided you with the journal's URL.

 

I suggest that you spend a few moments on your paper an resubmit it, but this will be the last attempt.

[Quoted text hidden]

Arbi Haza Nasution <arbi@ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp> Fri, Apr 6, 2018 at 7:20 AM
To: Zenon Pudlowski <zenon.pudlowski@wiete.com.au>
Cc: Arbi Haza Nasution <arbi@ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp>
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Dear Mr Pudlowski,

>There is no ref [6] in the body of the paper.
>The references do not follow the style. Ref [26] does not show all the authors.

Thank you so much for your feedback. I have carefully revised the manuscript following the style in some of papers found in
journal's URL.

>You are the sole author of the paper. Why do you use the form "we"?
I revised the manuscript and use the third person or passive sentence.

I also added a figure 3.

I am looking forward to hearing from you.

Thank you.

Best Regards,
 
Arbi Haza Nasution
Ishida & Matsubara Laboratory - PhD candidate (D3)
Department of Social Informatics, Kyoto University
Yoshida-Honmachi, Kyoto 606-8501, Japan
URL: http://www.ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~arbi/
Mobile: +8180-7855-4376

[Quoted text hidden]

6 attachments

PHMT.pdf
224K

PHMT.doc
123K

figure 2.docx
25K

figure 3.docx
28K

figure 1.docx
19K

WTE&TESubmission.pdf
120K

Arbi Haza Nasution <arbi@ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp> Sun, Apr 8, 2018 at 1:21 AM
To: Winda Monika <windabi.wm@gmail.com>

Best Regards,
 
Arbi Haza Nasution
Ishida & Matsubara Laboratory - PhD candidate (D3)
Department of Social Informatics, Kyoto University
Yoshida-Honmachi, Kyoto 606-8501, Japan
URL: http://www.ai.soc.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~arbi/
Mobile: +8180-7855-4376

[Quoted text hidden]
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